Squeeze Crete®
*maximum
pumping output

*maximum
pressure

The photos includes optional specifications.
Special colors and modified photos may be used.

Fully optioned, superior function unit loaded onto a
5.5ton chassis
HYDRAULICALLY POWERED
EXTENSION BEAM

Squeeze Crete PH65-19B fitted with
19 m 3-stage folding boom
5B SQUEEZE-TYPE PUMP
Roller
Rubber pad
Rotor

Pumping tube
Guide roller

Fitted with a vacuum squeeze type pump
which delivers stable pumping, the vacuum
pressure inside the drum helps the return of
the pumping tube length fed out by the
rollers, helps the uptake of set amounts of
concrete, and maintains a constant stable
output. The Squeeze Crete PH65-19B with its
pumping tube radius at 5B (125A), 3and a
maximum pumping output of 65m /hr has
high level functionality and is loaded onto a
5.5ton truck chassis.

ELECTRICALLY-POWERED VACUUM PUMP

This pump automatically turns itself ON and OFF to hold vacuum
pressure inside the drum. This is a long life, low oil usage, economical
vacuum pump.

ELBOW JOINTS WITH
WEAR INDICATORS
Elbows manufactured out of sintered cast

Long Elbow
with detector

metal with wear detection indicators are
attached to the transfer pipe. Durability
and safety are improved along with a
smoother concrete flow.
Note: Wear detection indicators should only be used as guidelines

HULL-SHAPED
BOTTOM HOPPER

Concrete is able to converge more easily near the
suction pipe with the hull shaped hopper. This
provides more efficient suction, less concrete
waste, and is easier to clean.

HOPPER DRAIN

A convenient hopper drain has been added to
the hopper for removing remaining concrete.
Works in combination with the hull shaped
bottom for the removal of any remaining product
improving the operation process.

Long Elbow

Long Elbow

Long Elbow

Long Elbow

LONG ELBOW PIPE
Long elbow shaped piping is used in the in
the boom piping. Improves flow of
concrete with less resistance. The elbows
are manufactured out of sintered cast
metal and have wear detection indicators.
Boom piping are class as consumable parts
and should be regularly inspected and
replaced as required.
Note: Wear detection indicators should only be used as guidelines

19-METER, 3-STAGE
FOLDING BOOM

Penetration
Connection Pin

With a maximum height of 18.6m from the
ground, the boom is equipped with a
penetrating connection pin to improve
boom swaying during pumping use.

TILTING HOPPER

Fitted with a tilting mechanism, the change out time of the pumping
tubes required less time due to the extra space provided.

OPERATION PANEL

DIGITAL RADIO CONTROL
With specified low electrical powered digital
radio control unit as standard equipment,
the auto channel frequency selection
system helps make operations on site
easier.
The sending unit conveniently fits onto the
operators belt for easy use during
operation. This device also comes with a
concrete level sensor to show the operator
how much concrete is left inside the hopper.

Level Sensor

Easy to operate, this device indicates the
current status of the concrete inside the
hopper. Pumping start is easily and correctly
controlled by switch, making the operator
fully in control of the machine. Fast or slow
pumping speeds can be selected depending
on the job requirements.

LEVELLING GAUGE

OUTRIGGERS

The front outriggers are designed to extend on an angle from the
front. With the rear outriggers extended, the front outriggers width
can be less. The front outriggers are operated by a push button control
system.

The even set up of the unit at the site is
made easier by this conveniently placed
leveler gauge.

BREAKER

A non-fuse breaker system from the battery
is fitted to the power removal area. A
maintenance free system has been achieved
by an independent wiring system and low
electricity consumption circuitry.

Safe Moment Area

SLOW STOP & AUTO IDLING

Less pumping vibration and safer concrete placement has been
achieved. In addition, an auto idling device has been fitted to engine
which slows the engine RPM back to idle on the finish of the pumping
operation.

EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON
Positioned on the side of the hopper, this
provides a safety function by stopping the
movement of the hopper blade when
pressed.

Capacity
Pump Unit
Cleaning
Boom
Other spec’s

•

Specifications

Model
Max Output (Output
High speed pumping
level x Pump power)
Low speed pumping
System to remove remaining concrete
Transfer piping radius
Maximum aggregate coarse size
System
Pumping tube radius
Hopper
Volume capacity
Height from ground
Water tank capacity
Pipe cleaning
System
Max output
Max pressure
Vehicle cleaning
System
Max output
Max pressure
Boom Model
Max length
Max height from ground
Swing angle
Operating method
Concrete transfer piping radius
Model
Front extension span
Outrigger
Rear extension span
Jack power
Front
Rear
Operation system
Chassis required
Vehicle full length
Vehicle full width
Vehicle full height
Vehicle weight
Passenger no.
Vehicle total weight

PH65-19B
65m3 /hx 1.8MPa
3
55m /hx 2.2MPa
Water flush
100A
25mm
Vacuum Squeeze System
5B
0.33
Isuzu>1.17m Hino>1.14m (approx.)
450L
Combined with pump unit
65m3/ h (Hi) 55m3/ h (Lo)
1.8MPa (Hi) 2.2MPa (Lo)
Small electrical water pump
90L/min
0.3Mpa
Fully hydraulic 3 stage folding
boom with sliding type on tip
15.6m
18.6m
360deg (Full rotate)
Electromagnetic (Manual / Remote
control)
100A
Manual ext / Jack hydraulic type
4700mm (Max)
3050mm (Max)
78.9kN (8t)
78.9kN (8t)
Concentrated op. via control panel
5.5t load class
7500mm approx.
2200mm approx.
3000mm approx.
8685kg approx.
3
8850 approx.

•

Pumping Capability
Calculated
output P (MPa)Usage range at
low speed

Caution required when
in continuous use

Usage range at
high speed

(HI Speed) (LO Speed)
Hydraulic (MPa)

Rotor RPM
Calculated
output
3
Q (m /h)

•

Boom Operating Range

•

Set up dimensions / Traveling dimensions

Outer Dimensions

Full width 2200 approx.
Full height 3000 approx.

•

Max reactive force (Front)
Front wheel
load for travel

Max reactive force (Rear)
Approx.

Full length 7500 approx.

Approx.

Approx.

Approx.

Approx.
Rear wheel load
for travel

